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Fb messenger cleaner apk

Easy app to delete messages from the phone. FB Message Cleaner is a free Google Chrome extension that speeds up the process of deleting messages on Facebook. Once add on is installed, it will simply add another button to the far right of your Facebook messages. When you press the button, you can immediately delete 10, 100 or
1000 messages, no questions are asked, unlike the usual Facebook protocol. User's Guide: Go to your Facebook message. Click the FB Message Cleaner icon. Select the number of messages you want to delete with a single click. Be careful - message deletion cannot be undone. Delete All Messages for Facebook™ (from Desktop
&amp; Smartphone)Messenger Message Mass Deleter allows you to delete all your messages/conversations in bulk on Facebook™ with a single click without having to delete one after the other. Deleting can be long to finish, so please be patient after you delete messages (about 1 second per call) to test free trial on 10 messages and
then pay service for full service. Last change: Terms of Use March 2020: Use Messenger Message Cleaner at your own risk. There is no guarantee or guarantee. The author is not liable for damages or data loss. Your use of this app means that you agree to these terms. Messenger Message Cleaner has absolutely nothing to do with
Facebook™ compagny. For any question you can contact us by telegram after installation. FOLLOW US log in to your Facebook account, go to the news area and then delete up to 1000 messages with a single click. This version is compatible with the latest Facebook version! (Bote) Privacy Policy on : Delete all Facebook messages at
once (or) select and delete multiple messages at onceMessenger Cleaner allows you to delete all your Facebook messages (including group messages) with one click without having to delete one at a time. This extension makes it easier for you to optimize and clean your conversations in Facebook and quickly remove what chat requires
when needed. And if you're tired of cleaning up your messages/conversations one at a time, you can delete them all with one click and empty your inbox. Remove the old messages permanently, restart! **Note: Please update if not working in 1st attempt Please see the following videos to learn how this app works: 1. 2. 3. Terms and
Conditions: this enlargement at your peril. There is no guarantee or guarantee. The author is not liable for damages or data loss. Your use of this app means that you agree to these terms. Disclaimer: Facebook and the Messenger logo are registered trademarks of Facebook, Inc. This software, namely Messenger Cleaner, has no
connection to the above-mentioned company. Version History -------------------- 1.0.0: Troubleshooting 0.0.8: Design Update 0.0.6: Fix freeze fix Core Bug Fixes and Improvements 0.0.3: Icons are updated 0.0.2: Bug Fixes and Improvements 0.0.1: Messenger Cleaner -- Basic Features By clicking Add to Chrome, I accept and accept the
installation of Messenger Cleaner and also accept the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. This extension inherits your default search settings and changes them to: Terms of Use: Privacy Policy:
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